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Representatives from sister cities meet in Wuhan
and express vision for future
Working
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Terhikki Lehtonen, the
International Relations Officer
for the city of Salo, Finland,
said that an educational
program is being established
that will enable Wuhan
university students to study
data science at a university in
Salo.
“Salo is famous for its
high technology. Nokia ’s
headquarters and
manufacturing center and
Microsoft ’s R&D center were
once set up in Salo. We are
quite confident that students
from Wuhan will receive
high-quality education related
to data science, such as big
data, in our city. ” Lehtonen
said she also mentioned that
there are other areas of
cooperation between the two
cities such as culture, sports,
and tourism.
Wuhan and Salo became
sister cities in 2014. Lehtonen
said that Lauri Inna became
the mayor of Salo in June
2017 and has already visited
Wuhan twice. “The mayor is
taking cooperation between
the two cities very seriously. ”

According to Heike Maus,
International Relations Officer for
Duisburg, Germany, there are many
ongoing exchange programs between
the universities in Wuhan and
Duisburg.
Wuhan and Duisburg became
sister cities in 1982. Since then,
Wuhan University has gradually
developed exchange and cooperation
programs with more than 10
universities in Germany. In 2007,
Wuhan University and the University
of Duisburg-Essen co-built the
Konfuzius-Institut Metropole Ruhr.
Last year, Wuhan University and the
University of Duisburg-Essen
renewed their student exchange
agreement. There is also a logistics
educational exchange program
between the Wuhan Business
University and the FOM Hochschule
für Oekonomie & Management.
Maus has visited Wuhan several
times in the past 14 years. Her
most recent visit was last November
when she brought some young
musicians to perform at the Qintai
Grand Theater. She is really amazed
by the rapid changes that the city
has undergone and is very interested
in establishing new areas of
cooperation.

Anusha Muller, Communications
Officer at the office of the Lord
Mayor, Sydney, Australia, said she
was particularly interested in
Wuhan's environmental protection
and the new energy industries. She
wants to find a field for cooperation
between the two cities in terms of
building a sustainable and ecofriendly community.
"I mean Wuhan has the 2049
Plan, and we have similar system in
Sydney called Sustainable Sydney
2030, that's our plan to create the
best city we can by 2030. And I
think there are a lot of links in
areas in terms of creativity,
livability, and business sectors as
well we can help and share notes
on."
Wuhan and Sydney became
sister cities in 2015. The two cities
currently focus on education and
tourism cooperation. Wuhan
University and University of Sydney
have launched a Chinese Study
Center in Sydney, and thousands of
Local students are studying in
Sydney. In 2017, China Eastern
Airline launched the Wuhan-Sydney
direct flight, which makes it more
convenient for regular travelers
between the two cities.

Vanilla Araujo, the Municipal
Secretary of Technology and
Information for City of Sao Luis,
Brazil, came to Wuhan with her
husband. They had no clear idea
of what Wuhan or China was
like before her trip. She found
that Wuhan was "magical and
more than real." The key words
about Wuhan that frequently
come out of her mouth are big,
new, and high-tech.
As a director in technology,
Araujo said she was particularly
interested in Wuhan's fiber
technology and hoped to learn
more about it in order to
establish cooperation between
Sao Luis and Wuhan in the
future. "I will give a report back
home, sharing with my colleagues
what I have seen here." Araujo
said she will bring more people
from her city to Wuhan for a
better understanding of Wuhan
and potential opportunities.
Sao Luis established a
friendly exchange relationship
with Wuhan in 2015. The city is
rich in minerals and energy. It is
currently building with Chinese
companies one of the biggest
ports in Brazil.

Sandra Tam, Senior Business
Development Officer for the city
of Markham, Canada, said that
the business exchange of the two
cities could focus on areas such
as life science, medical
equipment, and high technology.
Wuhan and Markham
became sister cities in 2006.
Since then, the two cities have
actively promoted projects in real
estate, environmental protection,
high technology, communication,
medicine, and auto parts. Frank
Scarpitti, the mayor of Markham,
has visited Wuhan many times
since his election in 2006, and
is considered as “an old friend ”
in Wuhan.
Tam has visited Wuhan four
times. She is amazed by the
government ’s business support,
especially for young
entrepreneurs to start up their
own businesses. She noted that
there is even an avenue called
Chuangye (meaning start-up)
Avenue in Optics Valley. Tam
also found that the architecture
in Wuhan is quite modern and
attractive. She agrees that
“Wuhan different every day" is
so true.

Jack Chaney is the China
Relationship Manager for the
Christchurch City Council, New
Zealand. He finished his undergraduate
study in China and speaks Chinese
fluently. His own experience makes him
interested in cultural and education
exchanges.
Wuhan and Christchurch became
sister cities in 2006, the two cities have
already had strong links in the area of
education. According to Chaney, there
are over 20,000 Hubei students
studying there and Huazhong University
of Science and Technology opened a
Confucius Institute, which offers Chinese
culture and language courses to New
Zealanders. "Many primary school
students are learning Chinese at
Confucius Institute now." Chaney said
by teaching young students from both
sides to speak each other's language,
the cooperation between the countries
will endure for the next generation."
Before leaving, Chaney asked our
reporter to publish an invitation. He
said that Christchurch has held an
annual lantern show around the
Chinese New Year for over 10 years,
and it's one of local people's favorite
events. He wants to recruit an opera
troupe from Wuhan to perform during
the show.

Sasa Pelko, Deputy Mayor
for the city of Maribor,
Slovenia, came to Wuhan with
city councilor Petra Knezevic.
It's their first visit to China and
they had no clear idea of what
Wuhan was like before this
trip." After arriving in Tianhe
International Airport, I found
Wuhan is a very developed
city." said Pelko.
Wuhan and Maribor
established friendly exchange
relationship in 2016. Pelko said
that Maribor is Slovenia's
second largest city and is rich in
tourism resources. In Maribor,
people either sunbathe on the
riverbank in the summer or ski
in the winter. Pelko had a brief
conversation with officers from
the Wuhan Tourism Committee
during the seminar, as he wants
to look for cooperation in terms
of tourism in the future. "I will
give a report back home,
sharing with the mayor and the
city council what I have seen
here."
Pelko also invited local
football players to take
professional football training in
Maribor.

Sureerat Naruniranat, Foreign
Relations Officer of Bangkok
Metropolitan Administration, Thailand,
visited Wuhan five years ago. This
visit, her third stay in Wuhan, she
finds the city to be truly "different
every day," as Wuhan is being
transformed daily with new buildings
rising up and new areas developed,
such as the Wuhan East Lake Hightech Development Zone.
Naruniranat and representatives
from other sister cities of Wuhan
visited the Optics Valley area on
April 11. She said she was especially
impressed by the Administrative
Service Center of the Wuhan East
Lake High-tech Development Zone.
At the center, Naruniranat saw a hall
full of people including foreigners
waiting in line for their services. Yet,
everything went very smoothly and
efficiently. "It was easy to understand
and quick." Naruniranat said that she
hopes that Bangkok could learn from
Wuhan in this aspect and introduce
similar government service systems in
Thailand.
Bangkok established a friendly
exchange relationship with Wuhan in
2013. The two cities have had
regular youth exchange programs in
the past.

